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THE MUSIC
The compositions on this CD were created in New York City in the late 1980s, 
early 1990s.
 The Summer Suite is a collection of four pieces for piano solo, each  
reflecting influences of specific composers I’ve admired over the years: Aubade, 
Diurne, Minuet/Intermezzo and Variations. The first movement, Aubade is a short 
morning song, starting in a Bartokian 5/16 meter, and offering the soloist lots of 
fun finger challenges. The second piece of the set, Diurne is a term I coined to 
convey the idea of a daytime nocturne, with some Fauré and Debussy influences. 
It has a lazy, sort of barcarolle swing, and features melodic fragments that operate 
in different rhythmic fields, playing off of each other. The Minuet/Intermezzo pays 
some homage to Ravel, whose oblique, yet formal approach to harmony has 
always kept me awestruck, and finally the Variations (actually written first in the 
series, dating to around 1982) may evoke Berg, maybe Messiaen as well. Special 
thanks on that one to Ludmilla Uhlehla, whose rock-solid training in the variation  
form helped inform the piece. My wife ShiLing Shih has performed the suite 
numerous times, and this recording is from an New York City concert around 
1992. 
 There is a brilliant Chinese music ensemble in New York City, Music From 
China, where I learned a few things about Chinese instruments from some 
excellent players. Peas in a Pod was written for pipa virtuoso Wu Man, and is 
conceived as a tightly woven conversation between live pipa and an electronic 
score. The electronics are a combination of processed pipa samples from Wu 
Man herself, plus material derived from FM synthesis (Yamaha TX-816 to be 
exact). I found that the plucked FM sounds meshed very well with pipa timbres. 
In performance, the soloist triggers the individual electronic segments herself via 
a pedal. The melodies and harmonies in the piece emerge from the interaction of 
the standard tuning of the four strings A-D-E-A, with my own customized modes, 

THE COMPOSER
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the orchestra returns with a scherzando dialogue with the piano, using one of my 
favorite irregular meters, 9/16, divided up into the familiar Turkish pattern of 2 + 
2 + 2 + 3. As in the first faster section, the movement evolves into a more stable 
meter, and serves as the ‘pedal point’ moment of the piece, where it reaches 
an emotional climax, suddenly culminating in the second slow piano aria. The 
aria is actually a cadenza in disguise, and with a trilled cue the orchestra returns 
alongside piano with a barcarolle feel, When I was writing the piece, I asked 
my wife for a popular Chinese tune to weave into it, so she suggested Mo Li 
Hua (Jasmine Flower), well known in the West for its prominent role in Puccini’s 
Turandot. Fragments of the tune are heard throughout the piece, but it appears 
verbatim as the cadenza gives way to a calmer section. The movement winds 
down to a sort of nadir, followed by a very gradual accelerando into the piece’s 
high speed finale, full of rapidly changing harmonies and meters (I was listening 
to Turangalila quite a bit that year, so thanks Olivier.) This recording is from June 
2021, by the F.A.M.E.S. Studio Orchestra, soloist Elena Atanovska, conducted by 
Oleg Kondratenko.

THE PERFORMERS
ShiLing Shih received her Masters in Piano from Manhattan School of Music in 
1985, and has performed across the country and in Taiwan. She has collabor-
ated with husband Daniel Palkowski on many works and performances. Ms. Shih  
has spent the last several years as accompanist for the Hoff-Barthelson Music 
School, and currently serves as Music Director for the Reformed Church in 
Hawthorne, New York.
 Recognized as the world’s premier pipa virtuoso, Wu Man is a soloist, 
educator, and composer who gives her lute-like instrument — which has a his-
tory of more than 2,000 years in China — a new role in both traditional and con-
temporary music. She has premiered hundreds of new works for the pipa, while 

creating a more chromatic color palette. Wu Man was key in introducing me to 
the huge range of expressive techniques and notations that have been developed 
over time for the instrument. This performance was from the Music Lives series in 
Pittsburgh in 1992.
 Canonic Vectors was created around 1990. Again the focus is on tight coor-
dination between live player and electronic elements. Like its companion piece 
Peas in a Pod, the electronics are triggered by the soloist via a foot pedal, leaving 
the player free to interpret performance without having to worry about an engi-
neer following cues. The electronics combine FM sound with computer generated 
timbres from the Columbia-Princeton Electronic Music Center, sadly long since 
dismantled (although it was undergoing somewhat of a renaissance pre-covid that 
will hopefully continue). Both this piece and Peas are loosely structured ballades, 
and tell their stories via changes in intensity and tempo. In this piece I was aiming 
for something a bit crazy but still pianistic. As far as the title, I simply thought it 
humorous that both the terms ‘canonical’ and vector, which have meaning in both 
early and recent music theory, became paired in mathematics. This performance 
is from an New York City recital by ShiLing Shih.
 The Concertino for Piano and Chamber Orchestra has lived many lives. It 
began around 1985 as a piano concerto with full orchestra that served as my 
Masters thesis at Columbia (dedicated to Jack Beeson, who I was studying with 
at the time), then it went through several revisions and name changes — Scherzo 
Concertante, Rhapsody on a Jasmine Flower — and finally its current form.
 Structurally it is a one movement piece divided into alternating slow-fast sec-
tions. The piece opens with a slow misterioso, with occasional punctuations from 
the piano. The tension builds to a tutti chord which reveals the main harmonic 
idea, a pair of triads separated by a tritone (E-flat – B-flat - G – C-sharp - A - E). 
This starts a momentum going, and introduces the piano in an irregular 7/16 
meter. This material develops into a contrasting section in a more stable rhythm, 
and winds down to the piano’s first slower aria. Once that reaches its cadence, 



spearheading multimedia projects to both preserve and create global awareness 
of China’s ancient musical traditions. She has performed in recital and with major 
orchestras around the world, is a frequent collaborator with ensembles such as 
the Kronos and Shanghai Quartets and The Knights, and is a founding member 
of the Silkroad Ensemble. She has appeared in more than 40 recordings through-
out her career, including the Silkroad Ensemble’s Grammy Award-winning record-
ing Sing Me Home, featuring her composition Green (Vincent’s Tune). She is also 
a featured artist in the 2015 documentary The Music of Strangers: Yo-Yo Ma and 
the Silk Road Ensemble. 
 The F.A.M.E.’S Studio Orchestra is a major, Grammy-winning studio 
orchestra. They specialize in music for film and television, and record in their 
state-of-the-art studio in Macedonia.
 Elena Atanasovska is one of the most successful and most established 
pianists in the Republic of Macedonia, and actively participates in the musi-
cal life in the country and abroad. She has had several solo performances with 
the Macedonian Philharmonic Orchestra and the Chamber Orchestra of the 
Music Youth of Macedonia. She has performed in numerous concerts within the 
renowned domestic festivals in Macedonia, as well as festivals abroad in Bosnia 
and Herzegovina, Portugal, Spain, Serbia, Kosovo among others. She is currently 
working as an assistant professor of correlation and practice at the Faculty of 
Music - Skopje.
 Oleg Kondratenko is an award-winning conductor based in Skopje, 
Macedonia. He has performed as violin soloist in the Netherlands, Russia, 
France, Egypt, Denmark, Croatia, Poland, Germany and Hungary, including many 
solo performances with the Macedonian Philharmonic. Currently he is Professor 
at St. Cyril and Methodius University - Faculty of Music, Skopje, and primary con-
ductor for F.A.M.E.’S Studio Orchestra, where he has recorded scores for over 
1000 projects, including many Emmy and Grammy winners.
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